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How on earth have we reached June already?
I don’t know about you – maybe it’s a sign of age, or being exceptionally
busy, or both, but this year is absolutely flying by.
But I’m glad we’re approaching summer, as things just seem easier to deal
with when the sun’s shining. As I said last time, winter was difficult for me for
a number of reasons, but now I feel as though I’ve come out the other side
and am cooking on gas. Or some other more eco-friendly fuel.
My objective of ‘letting go to grow’ that I’ve mentioned previously seems
to be working well, so much so that I am now wondering how I ever used to
edit H&E (the title I publish under my own company). The new editor has hit
the ground running and it’s been good to take a step back from that and focus
on new challenges while still keeping a hand on the tiller of the magazine
business.
In April the BW team had an enjoyable and productive meeting in York, and
it was great to finally meet our hard-working young apprentices, Paige and
Dom, who’ve settled in so well. They do make me feel a bit ancient, it has to
be said, and I was amused to discover that even my car is older than they are…
I’m writing this editorial a couple of days after the Hull and East Yorkshire
Children’s University ‘The 20s Roar Again’ ball at the DoubleTree by Hilton
hotel. What a great night, in support of a fantastic cause. I hosted the BW
table in the absence of Helen, who has been moving offices to accommodate
her expanding team, and a great time was had by all of our guests, including
our spring BW cover star Milly Rose of Fantastic Faces, Arco PR manager Mark
Bateman and Cobus Communications operations director Emma Waudby.
The opening speeches were a sobering reflection of the impact that the
escalating cost-of-living crisis is having on the
children of our region. One unforgettable
statistic was that about 18,000 children in Hull
are living in poverty – which is nothing less
than shameful. In an emotional address, the
charity’s CEO Natasha Barley said some of the
young people they’d helped had had such
little life experience that they hadn’t even
been to the centre of Hull before, never mind
London or anywhere else. Please do support
HEY Children’s University if you can – they
need our help more than ever.
Sam Hawcroft, BW Editor
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WHAT CAN WE LEARN
FROM GEN Z ABOUT
WORKPLACE HAPPINESS?
There is no doubt the pandemic has changed the way
we work. Much of this has been driven by necessity,
but where must employers look to continue driving
transformational change?

EAST RIDING COLLEGE
BIDS FAREWELL TO
‘TRANSFORMATIONAL’
PRINCIPAL

Christina Colmer McHugh, co-founder of Moodbeam, the health tech
brand championing happiness in the workplace, discusses what we can
learn from Gen Z – the digital generation.
So, what makes Gen Z different and what can they teach us?
The past 20 years has seen this generation grow up in an environment
of digital revolution like no other generation before them. They are
used to accessing anything instantly and anywhere, where every event is
converted into valuable digital information, but they are also a product of
changing social attitudes.
This generation has grown up hearing that being yourself and taking care
of yourself are key priorities. Mental health, wellbeing and happiness have
been topping the agenda over the past decade or so, but more than ever
now because of the pandemic.
When Gen Z refers to mental health support, they are looking at it from
a whole and medical health point of view – not in silo from everything
else. Much as someone wouldn’t be expected to struggle through work
with a physical ailment, the younger generation is driving the same for the
mind. This is why wellbeing perks are important to younger workers – but
as employers we need to consider what true mental health support looks
like, rather than just ‘quick fixes’.
It’s easy to assume that younger generations want working arrangements
to be led by technology. However, multiple studies show this simply isn’t
the case, with more preferring a hybrid or ‘mostly in person’ setup –
knowing the full value this has for them personally and professionally.
Why does this matter for the workplace?
Younger workers have new ideas and a fast-paced approach to
technology, but age, experience and patience from older generations
matters. An inclusive and diverse culture embraces people of all ages.
We were all the youngest in the room once, and we’d do well to
remember what that feels like. Younger workers are the future, so we do
need to listen to them. The question is whether we work with them to
adapt, or if they will drive change once older generations retire.
It’s important not to segment our working generations, because it’s not
about ‘them and us’. We are striving to craft positive change for all and
create working environments that suit everyone.
A survey from PwC in 2013 showed that millennials wanted to structure
their jobs around their daily schedules – is this not the flexibility we are all
discussing today thanks to pandemic-driven remote working?
Other pre-pandemic surveys showed that it’s not just Gen Z that values an
employer that cares about their wellbeing. It’s something that millennials
charted as important to them too, which goes some way to explaining
why this generation – that arguably is suffering the largest rates of
burnout than any other – is leading the way in the Great Resignation.
As employers, we need to recognise happiness and personal fulfilment
at work as a new currency. Any use of technology that allows us to
understand how and why our people feel the way they do at work will be
critical in making the changes needed to retain the best people.
Technology has transformed almost every aspect of life and now the
true integration of that in the workplace has been accelerated by the
pandemic. The next big thing will be putting our people – as humans – at
the very heart of this.

East Riding College has bid a final farewell to
principal Mike Welsh, who retired at the end of
May.
During more than four years in charge, Mike
oversaw a number of major developments,
including what was described as an exemplary
merger with TEC Partnership, securing its longterm sustainable future.
Mike’s tenure has also seen the construction of
a new Institute of Technology at the college’s
Flemingate campus. The institute is part of
the Yorkshire and Humber IoT, a collaborative
partnership with several other colleges – and one
of only 12 established by the Government in 2020.
Under Mike’s leadership, the college has been
recognised as a high-performing provider by both
the QAA (twice) and Ofsted.
During the pandemic, East Riding College was
in an enviable position to switch immediately to
remote learning, due to the investment made
in the IT infrastructure. Mike also found time to
volunteer at a vaccination centre.
Mike said: “Like everyone else, the past couple of
years has enabled me and my family to focus on
our long-term future. Having given many more
years than we intended to the further education
sector, my wife and I have decided it’s now time to
focus on writing our next chapter. We have made
Beverley our permanent home and look forward to
having more time to enjoy all that our wonderful
region has to offer.”
Kerri Harold, chairman of governors at East
Riding College, said: “We wish Mike very well
in his retirement and thank him for his huge
contribution to the sector as a whole, as well
as for his transformational work at East Riding
College. He leaves us in an excellent position
to move forward with exciting plans for further
growth and to meet the challenge of delivering
future skills.”
The new principal is Danny Metters, who was
formerly the vice-principal at Riseholme College in
Lincolnshire, part of Bishop Burton College. l
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Holiday Inn Express
Hull City Centre
80 Ferensway
Hull
HU2 8LN
01482 485700
www.hiexpress.com

Major investment
in facilities pays
off for the team at
Holiday Inn Express
in Ferensway, Hull

07

A welcome return to
events and group business
at Holiday Inn Express,
Ferensway

The city centre hotel, part of the IHG group,
has benefitted from substantial investment
which has seen it transformed with a modern
twist. The hotel’s 128 bedrooms were
refurbished in September 2019 to keep up
with today’s smart travellers. The Holiday Inn
Express Hull City Centre property has also
received extensive remodelling to its lobby and
public areas, upgrading its facilities to Holiday
Inn Express’ new Generation 4 standards.
The refurbishment includes a very modern
look and feel, with the hotel offering more
comfy seats for visitors to relax, USB charging
tables for guests on the go and a fully
refurbished bar and breakfast servery.
The transformation of Holiday Inn Express
Hull City Centre really gives it an edge when

it comes to providing excellent city centre
accommodation, and its proving to be very
exciting times for the hotel.
The substantial investment has seen new
rooms featuring large beds, luxury sofa beds,
plush carpets, curtains, and a much trendier
look to the room.
All bedrooms and public areas have been
completely revamped the hotel and offers
complimentary WiFi and air conditioning
throughout the building, ensuring the best
in guest experience. Whether you are staying
in Hull on business or for leisure the hotel is
ideally situated in the heart of the city.
The hotel offers free breakfast for all guests
and provides a perfect start to the day with
a selection of pastries, breads, cereal’s, fruits,
and a choice of 4 hot items, bacon, sausages,
beans and scrambled eggs and also a good
variety of hot and cold drinks.
When it comes to caring for guests, the
hotel receives good Trip Advisor comments
and is highly rated on booking.com for its
cleanliness. Staff friendliness comments are
always top of the list. Staff are passionate
about offering the best service and this can be
seen from the start of your stay, entering the
hotel to a warm welcome, the newly installed
open reception pods allows staff to interact
with guests easily and reduces the barriers
between them. l
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BEGINS
AT 40
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A

fter starting his career at Hull heraldic
arts firm Beaulah’s and going on to work for
major design agencies in Leeds and London,
surrealist artist Paul Sowden soon realised
he wanted to build his own empire – so
he returned to his home city and set up a
design consultancy.
In 1982, this was pretty pioneering –
Hull may be awash with all manner of
creative communications firms now, but
that certainly wasn’t the case back then.
It was into this environment that Paul’s
daughter Polly was raised and immersed in
– and joining the family firm was a natural
progression.
“I was brought up in a very creative and
work-orientated environment,” she says.
“My mum and dad have always worked.
And that was an ethic that I remember from
being very, very young. It was never spoken
about me starting in the family organisation
– it was an organic thing, just naturally part
of my growing up.”
Even from the age of five, Polly felt part
of the business, being involved in promotion
shoots for a holiday homes firm that was
one of Sowdens’ major accounts. At 11, she
began a Saturday job at a florists, which she
says “helped shape my need and desire to
be in charge of something.”
Polly’s “grown-up” relationship with her
father has also been key to her development
and the success of the business. When she
was a teenager, she’d go to the Welly Club
with him on Thursday nights, and the social
connection extended into the beginnings of
a lifelong working bond, as he would often
talk to her about marketing and the media.
“When I was young, I could never
understand how a newspaper could be sold
for 28p – and he would teach me the power
of advertising and how the media was
funded,” says Polly.
By the time she was 16, Polly was running

Pioneering creative digital agency Sowden &
Sowden is looking ahead to the next four decades,
as co-owner Polly Sowden tells Sam Hawcroft…

one of the first continental coffee bars in
her home area – but she needed a bit of
extra income, so Paul asked her to come
in and do the press cuttings. Of course,
digital wasn’t a thing then, so this involved
newsprint, magazines and a pair of scissors.
“I would be in charge of ripping out the
pieces of PR and the ads out of big piles of
newsprint – I used to look like a chimney
sweep afterwards!” she laughs. “I’d just do
that one day a week, and it went from there
– I absolutely got a taste for it.”
Polly honed her skills by working across
every department of the business, until she
was offered a full-time job as a media buyer.
“We did a lot of press advertising, as well as
a lot of radio and TV. Nowadays a lot of it is
very digital-oriented because there are a lot
more channels, but back then social media
wasn’t available to us. The more I worked
with clients, the more I learned about their
account, who their audiences were, and
how to sell to them. And then I ended up

becoming more of an account manager.”
Having worked across all aspects of the
business stood Polly in good stead for when
she would eventually become joint owner of
the business in 2009. “I’ve worked in the PR
department and the production department,
I’ve worked on events and exhibitions,
and I’ve worked in web, social media and
every other department we have, which
has allowed me to be able to run the whole
company holistically because I’ve done it all.
And if I don’t know how to do something,
I’ll learn how to do it.”
As a team, Paul and Polly complement
each other well. “It’s a good mix,” she
says. “He’s a pure artist in the greatest
sense, with brilliant business acumen and
copywriting skills, and I bring the strategic
side into it as well as creativity, along with
our team – because we couldn’t do any of
this without our people.”
People are the company’s biggest
investment, she adds, and huge emphasis is
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placed on challenging – but also rewarding
– the staff.
“We spend a lot of time working on this
internally with our team. We want them to
come and do their best work every day of
their life, and enjoy it, too. And this leads to
a better quality of service, a better creative
product, and ultimately better results –
because at the end of the day, it’s OK being
creatively led, but it has to be backed up by
intelligent strategy – it just has to be.”
In response to the rising demand for
online services, the company recently
expanded to include a team of digital
experts, including digital account director
Ryan Thomas. Polly acknowledges that
finding the right people is more difficult in
East Yorkshire than in the capital, but says
that they are in it for the “long haul” with
their staff.

‘‘

“We’ve got a much smaller pool of
people here than in, say, London or
Manchester, and I think any agency would
recognise that, but we’re after the special
people – those who have got that edge, and
when they come here, they learn a lot from
us. And we hope to learn from them, too.”
Sowdens’ long history is one of its USPs,
says Polly, and they have clients that have
stayed with them for decades, as well as a
formidable word of mouth reputation – all
things that the newer crop of agencies
cannot hope to match. But because they
were established before the digital age, do
they have to do more to prove they’re still
relevant?
“We’ve been pioneering brands since
1982,” says Polly.
“What you get with that is experience
that other companies simply can’t say

“We’re now ready to start our next journey, and they say life
begins at 40 – well, it was nice timing for a bit of a rebirth.”

they’ve got. And you learn from those
experiences, you learn from the challenges
that you’ve come up against during those
times. It’s the mix of new and old, and we
have continuously stayed ahead of the
game. We wouldn’t be in business if we
hadn’t. We were doing innovative marketing
years ago, and part of our culture, too,
is that we’re very agile. I don’t see being
‘established’ as being old-hat – our clients
continue to come to us for creativity with
intelligent strategy.”
For Polly and the team, the message is
very much “life begins at 40” – and they’re
looking ahead to the next four decades.
Sowdens now has a team of 20 – 15 fulltime staff and a raft of freelancers they can
call on as and when projects come up.
They’ve recently been helping to celebrate
the launch of the world’s largest offshore
wind farm, which will be completed in
the next few years, and this demonstrates
perfectly the need for agility, says Polly.
“We’ve needed to be able to deliver
the event on a short timescale, so we’ve
become very good at being able to adapt
to situations. Anyone who works in agency
life will know that you can plan as much as
possible, but the world can change the next
day.”
Paul may have taken more of a back seat
in recent years, but he’s still very much there
as a mentor to Polly (“we’ve just had a good
pep talk about this interview!” she says).
“That’s the thing,” she adds, “that as a
business owner, you’ve got to pick yourself
up every day, come to work, be that good
boss, be that good leader. And sometimes
it can be lonely at the top, so I like the fact
that my dad is still about.”
He also plays the key role of granddad,
as one challenge for Polly has been running
the company after having children just 21
months apart.
“The stereotype persists that the man
works and the woman stays at home,
but it’s about having good teamwork and
partnership mentality at home too – my
husband empowers me to break the mould
and I couldn’t do any of this without his
support,” she says. Maintaining a good
work-life balance has been difficult at times,
but this is the “reality of added value”.
“We’ve been in business for 40 years
because we go the extra mile, to use that
clichéd phrase! But it’s true. I’d love to be
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‘‘

“We’ve become very good at being able to adapt to situations. Anyone who works in agency life will know
that you can plan as much as possible, but the world can change the next day.”

able to say that you can switch off at 5pm
when you own your own business, but I
wouldn’t be being honest.”
But challenges are not something
Sowdens shy away from – far from it. They
thrive on them, says Polly – and they are
now in the enviable position where they can
partner with clients where they feel the best
synergy is.
“Because we’re in a position where
decisions aren’t made just with the bottom
line in mind, we can choose what we think
will deliver the best results based on our
experience, whereas a start-up company
will probably need to get the sales and build
their reputation so they can get the case
studies.”
Last summer, Sowdens moved into new
offices in Hessle, another slight challenge!
They had purchased the 19th-century
former coach house on the first day of
the 2020 lockdown, and progress was
delayed as they were unable to get hold of
the timber and other supplies needed to
renovate the place from top to bottom. But
eventually they created a bespoke modern,
yet historical, environment for the team to
work in.
“Again, it’s about culture,” says Polly.
“We could have just bought a tin box, but
we invested our money into this purposebuilt space that encourages people to do
their best work – they want to come here
every day. A business park just wouldn’t
have cut it for us – we wanted something
really special, and it’s all worked out
really well. We’re now ready to start our
next journey, and they say life begins at
40 – well, it was nice timing for a bit of a
rebirth.”
Because Sowdens was established in Hull
and remains passionate about the city and
surrounding area, there’s a perception that it
is a “local firm” – which it is, but they have
contracts across the UK and around the
world. “We do have a lot of local clients,”
says Polly, “and it was part of our business
plan a decade ago that we work with a
certain number of blue chips in the Hull
area. Because we’ve got a long-standing
reputation here, people think we just work
with organisations in Hull, but in the past
12 months we’ve secured some really

high-profile prestigious contracts, including
the world’s number one composite decking
brand, Trex, a global green energy giant,
and the UK division of Japanese tech brand
NEC.”
It’s been an eventful four decades,
that’s for sure. Sowdens has survived four
recessions, a fire that ripped through the
former office in Beverley Road 21 years ago,

and of course the pandemic, during which
they adapted to home working overnight
and won three international contracts.
Polly’s eldest son, who is five, is a
“phenomenal artist”, she says – so hopes
are already high that a new generation
of Sowdens will continue disrupting,
innovating and inventing for the next 40
years. l
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BUT NOT AS USUAL

BUSINESS EVENTS
PRIVATE DINING
CORPORATE ACCOMMODATION
TEAM BUILDING
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The One Point: Supporting Women
of Achievement in 2022
Top class achievements in business in Hull are championed again this year
The One Point is honoured to continue
supporting the Women of Achievement
Awards organised by Women in Business.
This prestigious annual event recognises the
outstanding achievements of women in our
community.
We’re also incredibly proud to be
sponsoring the Women in Business Hull
Lifetime Achievement Award.

A real TOP Class award celebrating the
outstanding achievement of a creative and
innovative visionary. This year the event
followed a different format, with The
One Point helping to deliver an event that
engages with participants more, both new
and existing.
The objective of Women in Business is to
provide support, friendship and networking.
Our events encourage members to get to

know one another and form new friendships
and business contacts.
Their bi-annual Women of Achievement
Awards celebrate inspirational women who
are setting the standards in business, blazing
a trail for other women to follow. Supporting
Women of Achievement is something The
One Point has been proud to be part of for
the past 10 years. l
01482 420150
Email help@theonepoint.co.uk
Visit www.theonepoint.co.uk/

Property conversion paused as owners open doors to Puffins Galore!
Work on converting a former radio studio
into high-end office space and apartments
has been placed on hold after the arrival of
42 puffin sculptures that will make up a trail
along the east coast.
The fibreglass birds appealed to Rachel and
James Murray’s passion for culture and have
brought work to a standstill at their site, the
Boathouse offices, next to Hull marina.
The 1.5m sculptures are now being
decorated by professional artists who
responded to the Puffins Galore! brief of
telling a story of the east coast, its local
wildlife, green energy and climate change.
The painted puffins will be unveiled on
Saturday, July 2, at a series of coastal sites
stretching from Flamborough down to
Kilnsea, as well as some inland locations
including Hull and Beverley.
Rachel and James, who have owned the
dockside property for more than 20 years,
will then resume their renovation work,
buoyed by the interest generated in the site
by the puffins.
James, an architect, said: “I come from a
creative industry and I think art and culture
is very important so we were happy to pause

Rachel and James Murray with Puffins Galore! director Clare Huby

our project to accommodate the puffins.
“We remember the Larkin toads and the
moths which were created for the Amy
Johnson Festival and we have also seen
other animal sculpture trails around the
country.”
Rachel added: “We are helping to
redevelop the marina by renovating the
building to create high-quality office and
residential space and we wanted to take the
opportunity to also support the cultural side
of the city and help to promote Hull as a
destination.”

Puffins Galore! was launched with funding
from Yorkshire Coast BID and East Riding
Council as part of their drive to boost
tourism and increase visitor numbers.
That investment has already enabled the
organisers to secure additional sponsorship
from more than 40 businesses across
the region including the Bonus Group,
Cranswick, the Deep, Designs Signage,
HETA, KCOM, Sewell on the go, the
University of Hull, Wykeland and Strata
Holdings, who will deliver the puffins to
their new homes.
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Keeping local children active this summer
How the Tigers Trust has got your summer all planned out
With Summer now fast approaching, it’s time
to start planning your activities to ensure
your children don’t miss out on our fantastic
summer holiday opportunities. The Tigers
Trust, the partnered charity of Hull City, have
a range of activities and sessions running
across Hull and East Riding for those aged
2-16 years old.
The Trust’s Football Centres will be taking
place across the city and the surrounding
areas for children aged 5-12 years. These
Centres involve quality coaching, fun games,

challenges and small-sided matches. Details
are still to be revealed yet on where this
Summer’s Football Centres will take place,
but make sure you snap up your child’s place
quickly as these sessions sell out very quickly!
The Tigers Trust also offer a perfect
introduction to the beautiful game with their
Saturday Morning Football Centres. The ‘Tiger
Cubs’ sessions, for children aged 2-4 years,
take place on Saturday mornings at the Tigers
Trust Arena on Walton Street and involves fun
drills and a chance to meet Hull City’s mascot,
Roary the Tiger. Later sessions also take place

for those aged 5-8 years (10-11am) and 9-12
years (11:15am-12:15pm).
The Tigers Trust will once again be
delivering free sport sessions through the
Holiday Activity and Food (HAF) programme
this Summer too. Open to those aged 8-16
years, these sessions provide the perfect
opportunity to enjoy free sport in both an
inclusive and fun environment. All participants
receive a free packed lunch too. Last year
alone, the sessions engaged with over 1,300
young people across 15 different venues
across the city. l
Further information on the Tigers Trust’s
sessions can be found at tigerstrust.co.uk
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The offshore
entrepreneur
Sam Hawcroft talks to Dan Giblin, who has set up two businesses but is often
thousands of miles away for weeks on end…

R

unning not just one, but two
businesses while working on an offshore oil
rig for weeks at a time would sound like an
impossible task – but Dan Giblin is a man
who likes a challenge.
He set up the Rolling Pin in Hedon with
his brother-in-law Craig Morgan in 2017,
and then came up with the idea for Rent
and Borrow Stuff during the early stages
of lockdown in 2020. The former is a busy
bakery in the heart of the market town,
while the latter is an online venture still
very much in its infancy – but it has huge
potential for expansion.
On leaving school, Dan had originally
aimed to go into computer game design –
but after chatting with a friend of a friend
who was in the Royal Navy, he decided
to give that a go instead, joining the
communications branch and eventually
spending four years in the service.
Shortly before he left the Navy, Dan met
his future wife Lynsey – and her brother,
Craig Morgan, a trained chef, who was
considering a career on the offshore rigs.

“I’d already thought about this when I left
the Navy, so I went and had a look,” says
Dan. “I did the survival course – which was
16 years ago now, and I’ve worked my
way up from making beds and cleaning
toilets to becoming a materials and logistics
supervisor. And this has given us the money
to be able to invest in the businesses.”
As most entrepreneurs will tell you,
having the right people is key to the
success of any business – and this is even
more crucial in Dan’s case, as he’s often
thousands of miles away. “Luckily for me,
I’ve got a bloody good team,” he says.
There are seven members of staff at the
Rolling Pin, with Lynsey working in the shop
three days a week and running all aspects
of the day-to-day business when Dan and
Craig are offshore. “Without Lynsey, none
of this would be possible,” says Dan. “She
runs the whole show when me and Craig
are away.”
Dan and Craig’s business partnership
works perfectly because Dan’s the
numbers man, working on strategy

and development, while Craig, with his
extensive hands-on catering experience,
trains the staff and focuses on the products
and services, which also include outside
catering at corporate and private events.
But, while Dan might be halfway around
the world, he is not cut off from civilisation.
“When I’ve finished my shift at night, I’ve
got all my tech,” he says. “I’ve got my
laptop, my iPad, and my phone – and I
can talk to my wife, who photographs the
invoices and I can then post them to the
accounting system.”
When Covid first hit in 2020, Dan ended
up in a “bubble” watching events play out
from afar, having only just started a 12week stint on the rig. “The world was going
crazy, and we were just watching it unfold
while we went about our daily business.”
While he did have to close down the bakery
during the first lockdown (it’s remained
open throughout since then), being stuck in
quarantine in Africa did afford him a bit of
time to work on his business plan for Rent
and Borrow Stuff.
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When Dan launched the bakery, he
sought the help and advice of Alan GordonFreeman, from the Hedon-based business
agency Sirius. Despite having no experience
in drafting up business plans, Dan’s certainly
impressed Alan. “I’m not being big-headed,
but he said, that’s fantastic, and asked
me if I’d done anything like that before –
and I said no, I’d just looked at different
templates and put something together.
And the day we signed the lease on the
Rolling Pin, he said if I had any other ideas, I
should run them past him – and I said, well,
actually, I do…”
Dan pitched the idea of Rent and Borrow
Stuff, but it was put on the backburner
for a few years as the bakery took off.
During the pandemic, though, Dan realised
he’d “kick himself” if he didn’t get it off
the ground before someone else stole his
thunder. And he stresses that this business
is solely his venture. “Because this was my
idea, I thought, I’m going to run with this
one myself – and I don’t need a partner.”
So, how does it work? It does what
it says on the tin. Say you have a drill, a
lawnmower, a wallpaper stripper, or, well,
any “stuff” that you’re not currently using,
you could list it on the Rent and Borrow
Stuff platform. You set your daily rate, add
a refundable security fee (in case the person
who borrows it breaks it), and that’s about
it. You earn a few quid from your unused
tool, the borrower doesn’t have to go the
expense of buying it, and Dan takes his cut

from the fees. A win-win-win, if you will.
The beauty of the platform is that it
puts people together with items that are
available to borrow near them, so it could
be used anywhere around the world. It
requires minimal input from Dan, as he can
approve listings within minutes even if he
is away offshore, and because it’s not him
renting the items out, he shouldn’t have
to get embroiled in any legal or insurance
disputes as it’s all there in the terms and
conditions.
For now, he’s starting to put the word
out in our region, with ads in the local
press and leaflet drops in various areas of
Hull and East Yorkshire, then he will look at
raising the profile of Rent and Borrow Stuff
nationally; he’s already had inquiries from
Germany and further afield. His web host,
GoDaddy, was also impressed, and told him
to buy up the .com and .net domains in
case anyone else came along and pinched
the idea.
Dan acknowledges that the situation
is a bit chicken-and-egg, in that he can’t
pump more money into it until it starts
making money, but when it does gain a
bit more traction, he plans to upgrade the
web platform and perhaps create an app.
“Because it’s a sideline business, everything
that I put into it is out of my own back
pocket,” says Dan. “So, when it starts
making money, we can look at revamping
the website and creating version two, and
possibly offer subscriptions for people who

are renting multiple items. We’ve got the
plans in the pipeline – it just needs to start
generating income. Once it breaks even,
then I can start investing back into it.”
Back in Hedon, the recent opening of
a Greggs store at the filling station half a
mile away hasn’t had a negative impact
on the bakery, which, Dan says, is down to
the Rolling Pin’s reputation for high-quality,
home-baked products that offer great value
for money. “The customer service is second
to none,” he adds, “which I think helps us
tremendously.”
It’s still Dan’s offshore job that is paying
their bills at the moment, though he admits
that working on the rigs up to retirement
age would be a “big ask”. “We’re currently
not taking a penny out of the bakery at the
moment – it’s a long-term investment. As
long as the staff and suppliers are all paid,
and we’re making a name for ourselves,
that’s the main thing with the bakery. With
Rent and Borrow Stuff – let’s see how good
it can be. If it’s got potential, then I’ll come
back onshore and concentrate on pushing
it. I’m in the fortunate position that I’ve
got good money coming in from my own
job, so I can concentrate on getting these
businesses established and I don’t have
to worry about taking any money out of
them.”
Rent and Borrow Stuff does sound like
a concept that could be put in front of the
fearsome panel of investors on Dragon’s
Den – but Dan’s not looking for outside
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“You don’t get anything in life if you don’t work for it, and that’s what I tell my kids.
If you want to be somewhere, you’ve got to be willing to put the graft in.”
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input at this stage. “I’ve had people asking
to buy into it, but I can’t do that at the
moment. I want to make sure that we could
get a return on any investment.”
With two businesses and a family – he
has two children aged 16 and 18 – how
does Dan cope with “spreading himself all
over”, as he puts it?
“I just get on with it. It might sound daft,
but I just do,” he says, matter-of-factly,
before adding that he’s also studying for a
qualification in project management, just so
he has “something else to fall back on if the
oil industry goes sideways”.
It’s a work ethic that was instilled in him
by his parents, and which he is passing
on to his own children. “You don’t get
anything in life if you don’t work for it, and
that’s what I tell my kids. If you want to be

somewhere, you’ve got to be willing to put
the graft in. I couldn’t buy into a business
and let it go to the wall – I’ve got seven
members of staff relying on us to make sure
it runs properly.”
Another top tip Dan has for people
embarking on their own businesses – do
your research. “Make sure you’re going
into the right market, and make sure you’ve
got a clear idea of what you want to do,
why you want to do it, and have your goals
and your vision set out. For instance, we
took the shop on without thinking, who’s
going to do the cashing up? We were that
wrapped up in starting the business and
only realised on that first day when we got
the keys to the building. I asked my wife if
she could do it – and that was it. She was
dragged in at the deep end!”

Business is clearly a passion for Dan,
who says, modestly, that he has “taken
to it quite well”. He’s built up a formula
that clearly works, and it means that he
remains in charge whether he’s at home or
abroad. And it’s a formula he can transpose
to Rent and Borrow Stuff, when the time
is right. “I didn’t go into a partnership
with this business,” he says, “because
if anybody does come along, I can offer
them a position, but I’m still going to be
the majority shareholder and the majority
decision-maker, and I can go forward at
whatever pace I want to.”
It costs nothing to sign up to Rent and
Borrow Stuff, so why not check it out?
Perhaps that drill gathering dust at the back
of your shed could end up earning you –
and Dan – some money… l
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24 climbers, 1 mountain,
and a whole lot of team
spirit
01482 420150
Email help@theonepoint.co.uk
Visit www.theonepoint.co.uk/

The One Point climbs
Mount Snowdon in
Snowdonia National
Park with their Sister
company Spectrum

The One Point team successfully climbed
Mount Snowdon, located in the Snowdonia
National Park, Wales. This challenging feat
was accomplished alongside their sister
company, Spectrum. The climb took place on
On Saturday, 23rd April.
The team of 24 climbers included a diverse
group of experience levels and roles within
both companies.
On climb day, the weather was dry and
bright; however, the winds were especially
high. Conditions, therefore, meant the
original plan to travel up together along the
scenic Miner’s Track and back down along
the Pyg Track was changed to both ascent
and decent along the Llanberis Path for safety
reasons. This amendment was on the advice
of two experienced experts on hand to advise
the team.
The One Point’s accomplishment came in
the same week the team received news of

their nomination for a Comms Business
Awards 2022 Workplace Award. The
group encouraged and motivated each
other throughout the climb and did not
leave anyone behind without reaching the
summit. The Snowdon challenge was an
excellent example of the workplace culture
they maintain.
Founder and CEO Martin Lauer said, “It
was great to see everyone working together
and supporting each other to achieve
something amazing. This is what our
company is all about.”

CSO Nathan Greenfield said, “I am so
proud of our team for conquering Mount
Snowdon. This was a great example of our
company culture in action.”
The One Point is a Single Point
of contact for managed technology
offering IT support, Business Mobiles,
VoIP, Connectivity, Print and Digital
Services. They operate across the
UK, with their headquarters based in
Hessle, Hull. The One Point has been in
operation for over 15 years. l
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There’s never been a more crucial time to get a handle on your business
finances. Read on to discover some essential tips from local experts

For those with a head for figures,
understanding your business’s balance sheet
comes naturally – but for others, the mere
thought of accounting, budgeting, saving
and strategising can be enough to send
your head into a spin.
Entrepreneurs by their very nature tend
to be inventive, creative, dynamic, maverick
– getting bogged down in the maths is
probably not what they envisage when
they start out on the path to following their
dreams. But the success of any business
ultimately depends on balancing the
books – it needs to be profitable, or it will
eventually fail – as well as creating detailed
business plans that are regularly updated.
Rather than burying their heads in the

sand about money, entrepreneurs need to
face financial issues head-on – especially
because many of them often wear
numerous ‘hats’ at any one time and they
might not have a financial department to
take care of it all.
Losing sight of your financial planning
could prove disastrous – and, while no one
can pretend to know exactly what’s going
to happen months and years down the line,
having good financial strategies in place can
help you make more accurate predictions
and better prepare you for all sorts of
eventualities.
Here, a range of experts in the field
offer their advice on what to look out for,
and what is likely to happen in the future,

especially as we emerge from the pandemic
and Brexit into a full-blown cost-of-living
crisis and rising inflation.
Alan Gordon-Freeman of Hedon-based
Sirius has some tips on promoting your
business on a budget – because, of course,
you need people to find out about you,
otherwise you’ll not bring in the revenue
you need; Cooden R&D Tax Specialists
explain why research and development tax
claims aren’t as complicated as they sound;
Tony Bullock, of Dutton Moore accountants
and business advisers, offers his views
on the impact of rising inflation on the
economy; while Mike Isherwood of Softable
has some in-depth advice on how to grow
your business.
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R&D Tax Claims are not as
taxing as they sound
01424 225345
info@coodentaxconsulting.co.uk
www.coodentaxconsulting.co.uk

Make your business
more financially
sustainable in 2022
by talking to an
expert about an R&D
Tax Credits Claim

At Cooden – R&D Tax Specialists, we were in
celebratory mood as 2021 drew to a close.
On 16 December our clients’ Research and
Development tax savings topped £5m in a
calendar year for the first time.
2021 has been a year of steady growth
with a number of new significant businesses
becoming clients. We’ve even taken on a Blue
Chip Cyber Security business. Our goal was to
obtain 4 new clients who would have claims
of over £75k, in the end we took on 6.
What have you been doing since Covid hit
to sustain, redirect, improve your business?
Have you been doing something that
someone outside your business might describe
as challenging but for you it’s just solving
problems, overcoming technical issues with
a new product or update, engineering out a
design flaw in an established product, looked
to fundamentally redesign the manufacturing
process so that you generate less waste.
The default answer, when we talk to
businesses that have never claimed R&D Tax
Credits, tends to be “It’s not research and
development, it’s just what we do! We’ve
never filed an R&D Tax Relief Claim, because
we don’t think that we are performing
any R&D and no one has really told us any
different and challenged our way of thinking.”
Take some time and ask yourself: Could
anyone else have done this without spending
time and effort doing it? Would someone
like to steal it or copy it? Would someone
have paid us money to do it for them? Have
we suffered a scientific or technological
failure that prevented us from completing the
project?
If you answered yes to any of these
questions, you’ve probably been doing some
R&D and it might be worth getting in touch,
just like all of our new clients who have
discovered that claiming for R&D Tax Relief
wasn’t quite so taxing as they thought and
ultimately for many was very rewarding.
It would appear as though our stress-free
service offering has gone down very well with
our customers. It consists of:
• a no-obligation discovery session to
determine your eligibility prior to starting the
claim;
• a low-hassle data collection process for

both the financial element and the technical
element of claims; and
• the use of our client account to receive
funds and for visibility to chase HMRC when
they haven’t been forthcoming.
So, there really are few reasons left for you
not to at least have an initial discussion with
our Director, Simon Bulteel, but just in case
you have any others:
• If you are worried that it might not be worth
it, our average claim value was just under
£75,000
• If you are worried that we can’t handle large
claims, our largest claim was for just under
£700,000 for a scaling up Cyber-Security
business and our next largest claim was over
£575,000 for a technology company delivering
banking solutions for Instant Payments
• If you are worried, you’ll be wasting our
time, you won’t, our smallest claim was for
just under £1,500 for a start-up skincare
business
• If you are worried that HMRC are going to
punish you for making a claim, we’ve had one
enquiry in 2021 into a Patent Box claim, where
HMRC couldn’t find a patent in the name of
the company
There really are no reasons to stop you. We
are here to guide you, just like we have over
a 150 businesses before you, to a successful
R&D Tax Credits claim. With new changes
coming in 2023, there has never been a
better time to start claiming for your product
developments or improvements and with the
ability to claim for two prior years, you could
see a significant boost to your 2022 cashflow.
You can book your no-obligation discovery
session at a time that suits you by visiting:
https://calendly.com/cooden/bus-works l
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Advertising on a budget
01482 890146
Email info@sirius-hull.co.uk
Visit sirius-hull.co.uk

Promoting your
business doesn’t
have to be expensive,
writes Alan
Gordon-Freeman.
Here he gives some
ideas to help you
advertise on a
budget

Whether through a well-written press release
or a paid advert, featuring in our local press,
and even better, in the superb ‘BusinessWorks’
magazine will get you noticed. Coverage from
PR activities is free (apart from your own time
and effort); classified ads start at around £20.
Talk to neighbouring business owners and
see if you can promote each other’s businesses
on your websites, social media or even by
carrying some business cards. Complementary
businesses, such as beauty salons and clothes
shops, can help each other out, by creating
offers in the others business, helping each
other to drive footfall.
Consider advertising on social media such as
Facebook and Twitter. Social networks offer a
range of audience targeting options, including
location, demographics and interest.
A printed ad on your local supermarket,
petrol station, coffee shop or community
centre noticeboard could be seen by a
surprising number of people - and it’s often
free to do. Create a compelling heading, use
an image, and focus on your USP to attract the
attention of browsers.
Business cards are very useful for reinforcing
word-of-mouth recommendations, and
contrary to belief still widely used! Carry
plenty with you and give two to contacts - one
for themselves, one to pass on. Ensure your
business card is interesting, why not make the
back an appointment card, calendar or Leeds
United fixture list!

A flyer through doors in your local area with
a special offer or discount, with contact details
will bring enquiries. Printing starts at around
£70 for 250 flyers; if you want to have them
professionally designed, add a one-off cost
of around £200. Exchange flyers with other
businesses - for example, a wedding venue if
you are a photographer - so you can promote
each other.
Give away branded merchandise. Stick to
useful items that people will actually use, such
as mugs and pens etc, and give them to valued
customers and suppliers.
Sponsor a local sports team. Most small
teams will be happy to wear your logo in
return for some free kit - and supporting your
local side will reinforce your community spirit.
Fourteen shirts can cost as little as £150; good
quality complete kit is likely to set you back
around £500.
Bus, taxi and train companies all carry
advertising posters inside vehicles and stations,
and thousands of people see them. A poster
panel in a local bus shelter or an advert on
a well-placed billboard could bring a great
return on investment. Posters on the backs of
buses also work well, especially in Hull, where
you spend a lot of time there! Humber Bridge
tickets are also a great way to advertise, and
they’re great value.
Displaying your name and logo on your
business vehicles can establish a strong
presence in your community. Prices for small
panels start at £150; a full vehicle wrap would
cost around £2,000, but will last for five years.
There is much more information available
online at
sirius-hull.marketinginfohub.co.uk l
Sirius has its own business loan fund.
For more information, call 01482 890146,
email info@sirius-hull.co.uk or visit
sirius-hull.co.uk

BUSINESS
FINANCE, FAST
AND FLEXIBLE
We understand that sometimes
your business needs to move fast…
Working with specially selected legal firms
allows us to deliver tailored funding solutions
in as little as 5 working days.
 Finance For Business
 Finance For Property

Speak To An Expert Today
“Very experienced, professional,
personable and pragmatic you know
when you submit a deal to Acuity that
it will be actioned swiftly.”
Belinda Roughton

Invoice Finance Solutions Ltd

www.acuityfinance.co.uk
Telephone
01905 363999
363950

Email
info@acuityfinance.co.uk

Worcester – Head Office, Eastern Suite 2nd Floor, The Painting House,
Royal Porcelain Works, Severn Street, Worcester, WR1 2NE

acuityfinance

@acuity_finance
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Inflation pressures
growing on business
Dutton Moore, Aldgate House,
1-4 Market Place, Hull, HU1 1RS
01482 326617
www.duttonmoore.co.uk

As inflation hits a
40-year high of 9%,
we talk to Managing
Partner Tony Bullock,
about the impact
on the economy,
the potential for
recession and
the pressure on
the Chancellor to
provide further relief
to consumers and
businesses

We saw inflation shoot up to 9% in April,
the highest level since comparable readings
in 1982. Data released by the Office for
National Statistics (ONS) showed a broadbased hike in prices for everyday goods and
services during April.
The main upward price shifts over the 12
months to April include natural gas - 95.5%.
Motor fuels – 31.4%, Electricity - 53.5%,
restaurants and hotels, up by 8% and
furniture and maintenance up by 10.7%.
The headline consumer prices index (CPI)
measure had stood at 7% in March as the
immediate effects of Russia’s war in Ukraine
filtered through. This was on the back of
existing inflation caused by the easing of
COVID-19 restrictions that saw demand
widely outstripping supply.
It’s clear that what we’re facing now is a
very broad-based inflation with higher costs
being passed down by all sorts of businesses.
And there’s little sign of this abating:
producer price inflation, which measures
those costs manufacturers face, rose from an
annual rate of 11.9% in March to 14% in
April. It’s clear that this period of high prices
isn’t coming to an end any time soon.
With gas and electricity costs continuing
to be the main worry ahead, there has also
been steep annual rises in the cost of metals,

chemicals, crude oil, food products, transport
and machinery and equipment have also
continued,
The Bank of England released updated
forecasts earlier in May that inflation will
top 10% later this year and it has warned
that the strain could result in a recession and
surge in unemployment.
I expect the Bank to raise the interest
rate to 1.25% in June, this would mark a
fifth successive increase to tackle inflation
expectations. Inflationary pressures are likely
to continue to grow through the year as the
effects of higher prices continue to work their
way through businesses and into consumers’
pockets.
Whilst Rishi Sunak draws up plans to tackle
the crisis, now is the time for businesses to
be tightening their belts and look at cost
savings and efficiencies. The government
are between a rock and a hard place with
the international issues that have led to this
position. We need general tax cuts across the
board to help ease the problem and assist the
economy.
For sensible financial advice and to look
at finance efficiencies for your business, talk
to us today. We are here to provide business
advice and financial management as well as
general accountancy services. l

JADE RISES THROUGH
THE RANKS TO FOLLOW
HER DREAM

It’s not every day that someone walks
through the door of a wealth management
firm declaring their ambition to become a
financial adviser – but that’s exactly what Jade
Georgiou did at Yorkshire-based Navigation
Wealth Management three years ago.
And now the firm has announced that Jade
has indeed been appointed as its newest
financial adviser.
Matt Hammond, chief executive at Navigation
Wealth, which has offices in Beverley and
Wakefield, said: “We couldn’t be happier
for Jade. When she initially came to us, we
immediately saw that she had all the drive
she needed and just wanted the opportunity
to prove herself and to show everyone what
she could do.
“She has worked so hard studying to pass her
exams while, at the same time, learning all
about the world of financial advice systems
and processes. She has learned every role in
the business to the very highest of standards
and we are incredibly proud of her. She has
been, and will continue to be, a fantastic
asset to the company and for our clients.”
Having previously worked as a personal
banker at Santander, Jade joined Navigation
Wealth as a trainee adviser, working through
various office roles while working towards
her qualification. Earlier this year, she passed
her final exam and is now a CII diplomaqualified financial and mortgage adviser.
Jade said: “I am so happy to have achieved
my goal of becoming a financial adviser.
It has been a lot of hard work and I am
thankful I have had Navigation supporting my
journey and giving me valuable advice and
guidance throughout.
“I just want to help people, that’s at the
heart of everything I do. I tell people my
superpower is providing a safe space for
them to discuss their money matters without
judgment. My other superpower is my
honest, down-to-earth style which creates
trust – my clients know that I will never
promise something I can’t deliver.” l

Struggling to grow?
Develop these 4 things...
Over the last 23 years I’ve founded, grown, bought and sold many businesses. Not
all of them have been successful, however, after reading hundreds of books, studying
with Universities such as MIT Sloan and consulting with a lot of businesses around the
world, I’ve found that most businesses that aren’t growing fail to develop 4 key things.
When looking for growth, it’s easy to focus on the numbers. Most businesses measure
and discuss their revenue, gross margin, operating profit and EBITDA on a monthly
basis. Many have a good idea of their sales pipeline and even their conversion rates.
Yet they’re still struggling to make any meaningful impact on their growth aspirations
and potential. When this happens, finger pointing and blame sets in, leading to a toxic
culture which eventually causes a serious decline. This can be fixed reasonably quickly,
here are the 4 key areas to develop to accelerate your growth:
Community
All businesses are part of a community of suppliers, partners and customers which feed
their business with products, services and sales. If you are not creating a strategy and
objectives to develop your community, then you will struggle to grow and deliver your
sales. As obvious as this may sound, very few companies identify their community
and place any focus on developing it as part of their growth strategy. A focus on
your suppliers, partners and customers invariably unlocks new opportunities and can
accelerate revenue growth fast.
Product & Services
Customers never stay still. What they needed last year can be completely different to
what they need today. How often do you formally review and adapt your products
and services to meet the new and changing needs of your customers? If you have
a ‘Community’ strategy in place already, you probably have a great relationship with
your customers and they’re helping you to change and adapt your offerings. However,
most businesses that are struggling to grow have static offerings and wouldn’t even
know what the Boston Matrix or Ansoff Quadrant are. If you don’t know what they
are, find someone who does or google them. Static products & services won’t grow
your business.
Processes & Systems
Raise your hand if you have systems that you hate using and processes that just
don’t work. Do you have a plan to replace those systems? Do you even need
those processes? If you don’t, you’re choking the life out of your business and your
people. So many businesses put up with poor processes and systems because of ‘the
disruption’ that replacing them would cause. But they completely miss the point that
they’re already disrupting the business on an hourly basis already and probably driving
your best people to leave. You know where the problems are, now create a plan to fix
it and get it done. Thank me later.
People
If you say “they’re our most valuable asset” but you have no formal strategy and
objectives to ensure you consistently develop their working environment, skills,
responsibilities and earning potential, then you’re not going to grow your business.
People deliver everything for your business. They will show you how to improve
processes and systems, develop products and services, and will engage with your
community which in turn will deliver your growth aspirations. Your job as a business
leader is not to ‘manage people’, it’s to empower, develop and encourage them and
to remove obstacles whilst they pursue the business growth objectives. Hire people
who will tell you how to achieve your growth aspirations and then support them to
deliver it.
To put it simply, the right people, working in the right way, delivering the right products
& services, in collaboration with their community, cannot fail to deliver growth.
About the author
Mike Isherwood is the Founder and CEO of consultancy firm Softable Ltd, a company
focused on helping businesses achieve their growth potential.
You can connect to Mike on LinkedIn or contact email directly here:
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/mikeisherwood
Email: mike@softable.co.uk
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Sam Hawcroft talks to Emma Bateman, who gave up her job
to follow her passion a year ago and hasn’t looked back…

T

here are thousands of artists up and
down the country selling their work in
markets and local cafes and pubs, but
few manage to turn their passion into a
business.
However, Emma Bateman left a well-paid
job in business development to do just that
and, a year down the line, her hard work
and creativity – both on and off the canvas
– is paying off.
Emma spent much of her childhood
in Greece, having moved there at the
age of three due to her parents’ jobs.
She acknowledges that she had “quite
a different upbringing” – and not many
people can say they sat next to Demis
Roussos’s son on the school bus.
Art had always been her favourite
subject, but, as was often the way, her
parents – who moved back to a pig farm in
East Yorkshire when she was 10 – weren’t
enamoured by the idea of Emma pursuing
a career in it. Despite this, she went to art
college and took a foundation course as
well as a GNVQ Advanced in art and design.
But at 18, the need to find regular paid
work was more pressing. Emma spotted an
ad in the Goole Times for a job as a sub-

editor at the Press Association in Howden
(now PA Media), went for an interview and
got the position.
She soon transferred to London, and art
was one of the last things on her mind at
this point, as she made new friends and had
fun in the capital as the youngest person in
PA’s Victoria office.
Emma decided to move back to East
Yorkshire when she was 21, and bought a
house – which, around the turn of the new
millennium, was far easier to do for young
professionals than it is now, of course.
“I became a homeowner, and that was
very exciting, but I had very little money
because I was single and not on a huge
wage, so I couldn’t really afford to brighten
up my walls. So I thought I’d start having a
go myself at painting some canvases – and
that’s when I picked up my creative side
again. I put some of my inspiration down
to when I was in Greece. I was fascinated
by the colourful and exotic butterflies and
spent hours drawing them.”
Although Emma’s art was still very
much a hobby at this point, her talent was
becoming noticed by friends and family. She
did a few freebies and cheap commissions,

before her friend Sarah Colclough, the
original owner of the Blue Sky gift shop in
Howden, invited her to sell some paintings
there.
Emma needed a bit of convincing,
but she gave it a go – and was hugely
encouraged when they sold. Sarah then
rang around some galleries in York and
landed Emma a meeting with Artfulness. “I
would never have done that myself,” said
Emma. “I didn’t think my stuff was good
enough back then, if I’m honest – but I
went to see them and they agreed to sell
my work.”
Emma became part of a close-knit art
community in the city and she’d sell a few
paintings every month but, as it often does,
life and work got in the way, and art once
again became something she’d “pick up
and drop” as and when she could.
But when she had her son, Charlie, and
later split up from his father after a 10-year
relationship, she realised that art would
become a huge comfort.
“I was in a difficult and lonely place, and
I used to turn to painting when my son was
in bed. It stopped me from overthinking
and it allowed me to escape from my
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thoughts and the pressures of life for a few
hours. That’s when I started thinking, it’s
not just a hobby – it’s something I need. It’s
part of me, and I can’t just keep tossing it
to one side. But the reason I did was I was
frightened – I was alone with a mortgage
and all these bills to pay.”
Emma had already handed in her notice
at PA to take up a sales role at eBuyer when
a chance chat with someone in sales in PA’s
London office changed the trajectory of her
career.
“I thought, hang on a minute – I’d rather
stay at PA and do sales for them. I’d not
really thought it was an option, but I found
out her boss’s name, Kate Fairhurst, and
sent her an email – I had nothing to lose. I
asked her if she’d thought about having a
northern business development manager,
and she wrote back and said, no, I haven’t
– but why not? I think she liked the fact I
was proactive and suggested the role, and
I could make them money in the north,
where there wasn’t as much demand, but
there was still a big market.”
Emma was put on a three-month trial

– and she went on to stay for the next
decade, selling PA’s wide range of media
services across the North, from Birmingham
to Scotland, meeting big-ticket clients
including Virgin and Tesco Bank.
By 2017, Kate Fairhurst, the woman
who’d given Emma her initial break in sales,
had become an entrepreneur and set up
her own business, GrowthMinds. Emma,
having reached the point where she felt
ready for another change, contacted Kate
to ask if she had any jobs going, and a few
months later joined as northern business
development manager.
Working for a start-up gave Emma the
grounding and experience she needed
when Covid struck in 2020 and the “light
bulb moment” finally came.
She asked to be furloughed because she
had to homeschool her children (by now
she’d had a daughter with her husband,
who worked for the NHS). “I found I had
more time on my hands. Obviously the
pandemic made a lot of people stop taking
life for granted, but we also had a death
in the family – my cousin, who had ovarian

cancer, and was only 29. I just thought
to myself, it’s now or never. I knew I had
the sales and marketing experience – how
would I turn this from a dream into a
business? I had a lot of sleepless nights,
writing ideas down at 2am.”
She began with greetings cards, which
could be bought in bulk relatively cheap,
and followed a similar formula to one she’d
used at GrowthMinds, creating a database
of stockists she wanted to work with –
including the Yorkshire Sculpture Park and
various local shops. “I would say about
75% of them came back and said they
wanted to stock my cards, which was a bit
of a shock,” says Emma.
Then came an out-of-the-blue
commission from someone who’d seen
Emma’s Facebook posts – a woman living
in a large property in Pocklington who was
looking for about 20-30 paintings. It was
a huge, lucrative project that Emma simply
wouldn’t have had time to do if she had
been working full time, and it gave her the
impetus to go fully self-employed in April
2021.
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She knew the key to success was
diversifying, and she began to invest in a
larger range of products including mugs
and tea towels – but another strand to her
business came about rather by accident.
The head teacher at Howden School had
bought one of Emma’s cards in a shop in
the town, and contacted her asking if she’d
like to do some art workshops with the
children. It went so well that the teacher
booked Emma for a private session for her
daughter’s birthday; word spread, and she’s
been booked up every week for the past
nine months.
This has expanded into private painting
parties for adults, which arose out of a

collaboration with one of Emma’s stockists,
the Jug and Bottle in Bubwith, whose owner
Louise became something of a mentor. And
now, most Friday nights, Emma runs parties
where she brings the paint and equipment,
while the host provides the refreshments
and gets a cut of any products Emma sells
on the night. She also uses social media to
its full advantage, running regular raffles of
her original artwork.
She’s learned a lot in her first year,
from how to be more organised and
understanding the vagaries of VAT, to not
under-selling herself and learning to say no
once in a while. “I’ve got more confident
in my ability, but not just that – I’ve realised

one of the most valuable things I’ve got is
time.”
Emma is not sure at this stage whether
she’ll take anybody on as the business
grows – she is still very much the face,
and product, of her business. “There are
a lot of ifs and buts, and I’m still learning
about what’s generating the most money
and what I enjoy most. My focus is going
to be on expanding the product range
and working on the packaging. I could do
with working with somebody who’s got
experience in product design and retail
buying. If I was going to work with anybody,
that would be my next step.”
In autumn 2021, Burton Constable Hall
hosted her solo exhibition, God’s Own
Country, and even greater recognition came
the following February when she took home
the award for Innovative Business of the
Year at the Goole and Howdenshire Business
Excellence Awards.

‘‘

“I’m really proud of what I’ve
achieved in the past year –
and this is a great chance to
give something back to the
community.”

“I was also nominated for the marketing
excellence category, which I didn’t win – but
the innovative business award was the one
I really wanted. Harry Gration presented me
with the award, which was for turning a
passion and love of art into a business. I’ve
done really well in my first year, just doing
the art business, and nothing else. It’s not
what I was earning before – but now I’m
doing what I love.”
Next up for Emma is working as a teacher
on an art therapy project with the Mires
Beck Nursery charity, offering “green social
prescribing” to adults suffering from stress,
anxiety or depression.
And this is where it comes full-circle for
her. “When my relationship broke down,
leading to financial pressures, my mental
health started to suffer a result; art provided
an outlet for my emotions and kept my
mind busy. It was a complete escape. So I
want to be able to try to help other people
who are suffering.
“I’m really proud of what I’ve achieved in
the past year – and this is a great chance to
give something back to the community.” l
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A quick-fire Q&A with new recruit Alex Ives
What was your first job?
Working at an Italian takeaway, answering
the phones, taking orders, boxing them up –
and the best bit, eating lots of food!
How would you describe yourself?
I’d say I’m very laid-back and sociable. I get
on with everyone. Some say I’m a bit of a
dreamer, too; my head’s in the clouds at
times.

If you could another job for a day, what
would it be and why?
I’d be a footballer playing in either a
Champions League or World Cup final. I
live and breathe football and have always
wondered how special that atmosphere
must be.
What is your superpower or spirit
animal?
Superman – he’s got it all in one, so why
not!
What’s your ideal night in/ out?
You can’t beat a night in with your comfies
on, a good film and a Chinese.
What are you hoping to achieve from
your career at Cobus?
I’m looking to develop my personal business
development skills and use those to help
Cobus achieve its growth plans in the
coming years.
Tell us something about yourself that
would surprise us.
I’m a bit of a gaming geek. I love a long
night online with my mates playing a variety
of games.

Where do you see yourself in 3
years?
Since I mentioned I’m a bit of a dreamer,
I see myself retired at 28 on a beach
somewhere with a beer in hand…
What is your favourite movie or
book and why?
The Prestige. I love Christian Bale and
confusing/mysterious movies are my
favourite.
Why should people come to you for
their business communications?
I think people should give me the
opportunity because I will always
do what is best for their business. I
wouldn’t sell a solution that wasn’t right
for the business in any circumstance.
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Celebrating 30 Years

To take advantage of Alex’s special
introductory mobile offer below, call
today on 01482 483053 or visit
www.cobus.co.uk l

INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL OFFER
SAVE 50% OFF YOUR
FIRST TWO
TELEPHONE BILLS
MONTHS FREE Keep
the same number(s)
WHEN YOU UPGRADE TO A
*
VOIP/ HOSTED SOLUTION

Advanced features
Lowest prices guaranteed

Prices from £7.95 per user per month
*New customers who switch their services to Cobus
Minimum term applies. Offer valid until 31st July 2022.

Established Since 1991

Call our award winning team on 01482 225666
Visit: www.cobus.co.uk
Cobus Communications Strap Advert.indd 1
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LANGUAGE FOR
GLOBAL GROWTH
This translation and interpreting company has honed its craft to become one
of the best specialist language services in the UK
When a business makes a solid
commitment to its vision, when integrity
prevails, when people are genuinely at the
heart of priorities, the result is a story to
inspire others.
Based in Hull with 25 staff and a
network of more than 500 expert linguists
speaking 120 languages, this thriving
business is cementing its reputation for
providing the highest quality telephone
interpreting service in the UK.

Being named in the top three
workplaces for women by Great Place
to Work is just one of Language is
Everything’s recent accolades. Over the
past few months, its credentials have
also been recognised by the Yorkshire
Post when it won Employer of the Year in
the Excellence in Business Awards. And
in April, Great Place to Work named the
company in the top 50 UK places to work
in the country.

Managing director Lloyd Tidder with CEO Carolyn Johnson MBE

It was also a finalist in six more regional
awards categories, including for Business
of the Year, Leader of the Year and
Customer Service. The company’s Google
reviews are outstanding with a 4.9-star
rating and 107 reviews.
Language is Everything’s aim to be
the UK’s best fully-managed, 24-hour
telephone interpreting service is the
guiding principle. In an industry where it is
common for customers to be greeted by an
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automated system to be connected to an
interpreter, this commitment to a quality
experience allows the company to shine,
and is underpinned by an authenticity
rarely seen in its competitors. They have
a mantra: Our customer service team are
people, not agents – and our interpreting
and translation teams have names, not
numbers.
Language is Everything specialises in
five types of interpreting and translation
services to businesses and the public sector
comprising telephone interpreting, video
interpreting, face-to-face interpreting,
written and website translation and its
special Talkback 24 package.
The company is committed to nurturing
young talent, and apprentice turned
managing director Lloyd Tidder, who was
named as one of the Humber’s Top 30
under 30, is testament to this. He says
that the values of integrity and quality
are embedded in a culture that allows
everyone to reach their potential.
“Demand for our services hit an all-time
high during the pandemic with turnover
increasing to £2.1m, and it was the loyalty

of our staff and linguists that enabled us
to step up to the challenge, along with our
motto of keeping things simple.
“It is a service that is complex by its
nature, so we try to keep delivery as
straightforward as possible for staff and
customers,” he said.
Language is Everything CEO Carolyn
Johnson MBE moved the business to Hull
from Howden in 2010 after undertaking
a management buyout. She says that
the strategic relocation was designed to
capitalise on the Humber’s assets and
global trade potential. “I was a director of
World Trade Centre Hull & Humber at the
time and believed international business
was key to boosting the local economy.
“It still is, and our work in encouraging
clients to look overseas for growth
continues today.
“We never stop learning, innovating,
and getting better at what we do,” she
added.
Language is Everything works with
many regional businesses, from performing
straightforward tasks such as translating
press releases, to much broader and

specialist localisation services. Working
with clients in multiple sectors, including
marketing, law and manufacturing, it helps
with common language challenges along
with those for strategic growth plans.
Day-to-day, the team in Hull provides
services in languages from Spanish to the
more unusual Soninke.
Carolyn said: “We frequently handle
highly stressful and emotional situations,
particularly for our public sector clients. We
might be dealing with a refugee or mental
health crisis, or the delivery of a baby for a
mother who doesn’t speak English.
“It is highly satisfying for our team to be
able to help.”
As part of Language is Everything’s 30th
anniversary year, it has been supporting
Hull-based P.A.U.L for Brain Recovery and is
also a prominent sponsor of Hull City. l

www.languageiseverything.com

Customer service advisor Charlie Morrill

Customer service coordinator Darcie Notarantonio

Translations coordinator Anzelika Gzibovska
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Keeping
it in the
family
Sam Hawcroft talks to Risby Homes’ Olly
Barrett, who is carrying on his father’s
mission to build outstanding houses while
being at the heart of the community

M

any industries have gone through turbulent times in the past few
decades, and the housebuilding sector has navigated its fair share of ups and
downs. For the close-knit family team at Risby Homes, keeping developments
small-scale and not trying to compete with the big players has been the key to
their success as the firm approaches its 30th anniversary.
The company was established in Beverley by Mark Barrett in 1993. Now his
son Olly, as construction director, handles its day-to-day running and is passionate
about carrying on his father’s original mission to build exceptional-quality homes
in tandem with first-rate customer service.
Mark has spent a lifetime working in construction, and he started Risby Homes
after his family’s firm, the Stepney Group, became a victim of the 1980s recession
and eventually went out of business in the early 1990s. He was determined to
keep it niche, by building small and single-plot developments, and gradually
scaling up over the years. The general philosophy, says Olly, was, and remains,
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“15 minutes from bed” – which is to
say, they keep everything local, most
developments being within easy reach of
their head office.
“It makes it easier for us to work in this
environment,” says Olly, who in 2018 won
a Quality Award in the first round of the
National House Building Council Pride in
The Job Awards, while the company has
notched up several more NHBC accolades.
“We know we can produce high quality,
and we have a good idea of what the
market is there as well.”
Putting the customer at the centre of the
process is one of the company’s key values.
“We can’t compete with the nationals for
the rate of sales, the rate of production or
the buying power,” says Olly. “We have to
do something different. So as a result, we
enable our customers to change anything,
at any point. Houses are fully customised
and we want customers to be fully involved
with the build from the outset – for
example, we invite them to come and lay a

brick on the house. And they design their
kitchens and the bathrooms – if they want
to, of course. If they don’t, we can pick that
up too.”
Involving customers at literally ground
level is just part of the huge emphasis the
company places on educating people about
the construction industry – which, for Olly,
starts in local schools.
In partnership with the Humber Training
Group, he volunteers in schools to promote
the building sector which, he says, generally
gets a fair bit of a bad press. There’s
no denying it’s hard work, which Olly
acknowledges might put off some young
people entering the industry, but he says
the fact it’s a rewarding career is simply not
talked about enough.
“The issue of pay is one that really
gets me,” he says. “One of the things we
raise awareness of through the teaching
programme is the potential earnings. I’ve
got guys on site who are on doctors’ wages
– and these are people who have come

straight out of school with no qualifications
to their name. I’ve got friends who’ve been
through university and done their Masters
who are not earning as much. I’ve been
ridiculed for saying this, but it’s true.”
Olly believes that the “stigma” around
so-called blue-collar jobs is deep-rooted
in children, but Risby Homes is bidding to
change that through its work in schools,
alongside its apprenticeship scheme.
“I think the industry is in a difficult place
because there’s not the quality of applicants
coming in through the system as there
used to be, but we have a fresh intake of
apprentices every year, and we work with
the training group at events to try to get
kids to be more attracted into the industry.”
Risby Homes also strives to give back
to its community, sponsoring numerous
local festivals and events each year, as well
as grassroots sports including Beverley
Grammar School’s rugby team and the Risby
Homes netball team. In May 2021, they
renovated the play area at Little Weighton

In the World of Business
Energy Procurement
Leave it to the Experts
• 20 Years of industry knowledge and applied expertise
• We’ve helped 1,000’s of customers enjoy big savings on
business energy bills
• Strong partnerships with trusted energy suppliers
• All size business’ - small to multi-site large corporation
• Take the stress and hassle out of switching your supplier
• Bespoke energy consultation
• We simplify a very complex industry
• We handle all negotiations with suppliers on your behalf
• Save your time and money
• Straight forward, no nonsense energy advice
• A personal approach - Our business is understanding yours
• Enviable reputation built on ‘old school’ customer service

Switching your business energy supplier has
never been easier; let BDU do the hard work.
Sit back, relax and save.

Contact bduuk.co.uk • hello@bduuk.co.uk

01964 529084
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Primary School, providing their expertise, machinery and labour without charge.
Those who vociferously oppose new developments would likely argue that this
sort of activity is the least that building firms could do – and Olly agrees that there
is often a negative perception of housebuilders, not helped by programmes such
as Watchdog exposing the many “snagging” issues experienced by people living
in new homes built by the leading national firms.
Moreover, the public generally don’t realise just how many more houses will be
needed in the coming decades; research shows that the country needs to build
340,000 homes a year until 2031 to keep up with demand.
Olly says his “conscience is clear” because Risby Homes’ developments are
sympathetic to the local area and, indeed, enhance it. “It’s frustrating to read
hypocritical comments on social media from people who are living in houses that
are five or 10 years old and hating the fact that there are new developments
going on. And don’t get me wrong, I don’t like taking trees down, but there is
a housing need. I’m genuinely proud of all the houses we build, and I think they
add to the local kerb appeal. Of course there are other developers who do not
have the same company values and unfortunately we are all tarred with the same
brush by the public.”
Risby Homes’ latest developments include Shepherd’s Rest, 96 plots to the
south of Beverley, which is the company’s biggest project to date. It’s also, says
Olly, more efficient to deliver. Five sites of 20 houses result in the same output,
but require a far more complex procurement process. But Shepherd’s Rest, and
Risby Homes’ other current development, the Vines in Cottingham – which
will see 56 luxury homes built in the north of the village not far from the high
school – are small fry compared with the huge developments snapped up by the
nationals. “There’s a trade-off between going for big sites and small sites, but
there’s a place for everyone in the market,” says Olly.
Many sites inevitably bring their own challenges – Olly cites a recent
development in South Cave that took about five years to come to fruition because
of complex drainage issues that needed extensive research and engineering input
– plus the spiralling price of materials is another worry for the future.
“The trajectories of house price inflation and build cost inflation are completely
different,” says Olly. “Build costs are going up exponentially. The sites that
we have purchased were based on a margin for inflation, but I did not expect
those costs to have gone up by as much as they have. Yes, the sales prices have
increased but when we physically come to build those sites, I have no idea what
those houses are actually going to cost. I know to the penny what the costs were
a year ago, but now, I have no idea.”
Olly admits that this is a big concern, but stresses that there will be absolutely
no cutting corners in terms of quality. “As a business we take the view that we
don’t get overexposed – we operate within our own comfort zone and don’t take
unnecessary risks. As soon as we get into a situation where we’re in a recession,
the larger players will be able to slash prices, but we can’t get into a bidding war
because we’re not in the same league as them. So we have to be a standalone
product and hope that our customers recognise the quality over what our
competitors are producing.”
Olly is also adamant that growth aspirations are not on Risby Homes’ radar –
the internal office set-up is the bedrock of the company and determines the pace
at which it works.
But, he adds, seeing the end product – people happy in their new homes
– makes all of the stress worthwhile. “It’s such a rewarding job, with great
customers – and some really good repeat customers, which has been great to
see,” he says.
“One homeowner who moved into the site in Beverley at the very beginning
has just moved into a bigger house 100 yards down the road, which speaks
volumes – that they’ve had the loyalty and confidence in us to be able to go the
next rung up the ladder.” l
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Hull has nothing to prove
C4DI
@thedock, 31 -38 Queen Street,
Hull, HU1 1UU
Email: hull@c4di.net
Website: www.c4di.co.uk

Our lives are touched
daily by digital
businesses based in,
and around, Hull.
David Keel, Chair
of C4DI says “every
business is digital,
most of them just
don’t know it yet”and
this has never been
more true or critical to
our city

Most people think of digital businesses as high
profile tech products and services that are
“lottery-betting” on becoming the next geeky
thing that will disrupt or destroy a traditional
sector…. Uber, AirBnB etc. A feeding frenzy
builds around this, trying to apply a similar
formula for creating more of those sorts of
businesses… and so pitching competitions,
Dragons Dens, hackathons, “one-size-fitsall” accelerator programmes appear. Very
occasionally there’s real money and real
opportunity involved but this has never been
the right fit for Hull, and regardless, we’re
years behind many other cities.
Sadly these bubbles frequently lead to a
frantic search for the “next thing in tech”
where the latest buzz word or sexy new
technology grows into a headline for a
region. Every few years, our own region has
attempted to reinvent itself as the place for
digital arts, for gaming, the place for smart
cities or some other latest technical fad…
which when it invariably fails, risks leaving a
bunch of local kids with broken dreams who
bought into a vision lead by someone with

no track record in tech or knowledge of the
sector.
The most credible approach for a city to
grow their tech sector is to pursue an agenda
driven by what a region is historically good
at… It’s that simple
What this means for local tech experts
and business people is that they can work on
finding local people with deep knowledge
of a particular industry, and build them the
digital tools to either solve their challenges or
open new growth opportunities. Our city is
marvellous at this - whether that’s traditional
businesses like Arco and Rix heavily investing
in local digital opportunities, or the clustering
around consumer health, logistics, Agri-tech,
and more across the C4DI sites, or the work
around construction tech with Group 55,
or the many new start-ups like Bombyx and
Operance who know their industries inside out
and are leveraging tech platforms to disrupt
them … these are the things that really do
grow jobs and change the economy locally.
Our area leads the world in renewables,
logistics, consumer healthcare, digital brand
management and more – and this is where the
tech opportunities are.
We’ll continue the work to positively
change the profile of this region by helping
those sectors harness the tech skills they
never knew they needed, and by helping
tech companies supporting those sectors to
access world class supply chains. This is where
organisations like the C4DI can help – and
large global businesses such as Boots, Nestle,
GXO Logistics, GSK, as well as local giants
such as RB and Siemens are leveraging these
locally based opportunities daily. l
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YOUR WORLD
MADE SAFER
Arco is the UK’s only integrated safety products and
service company, an expert safety partner with a
unique mix of unparalleled specialist expertise and
practical real-life industry knowledge

As experts in safety, Arco understands that
each business faces its own unique and
complex safety challenges.
For Arco, safety means much more than
delivering products or services. It’s about
delivering joined-up safety solutions that
help businesses manage, mitigate and
reduce risk at every step.
With over 135 years of experience,
Arco is the only safety partner to deliver a
strategic, end-to-end approach.
Arco’s unique product assurance process
ensures that the high-quality products and
services it provides are specified and tested
by leading safety experts and focusses on
compliance through quality.
As the largest safety business in the UK
and Ireland, Arco’s unmatched scale and
reach allows it to provide customers with

the widest range of tailored products and
capabilities. This means that businesses
benefit from practical resources and valueadded services that no other business can
provide.
Arco offers the most comprehensive
range of safety products on the market,
giving customers quick, convenient
access to quality products, no matter how
complex their safety requirements.
Whether businesses need PPE, workwear
or workplace safety products, Arco carries
the biggest brands in the industry and
sources quality products from over a
thousand vendors to make up an extensive
range of over 200,000 individual items.
In addition to supplying safety products,
partnering with Arco gives customers
access to its world-class clothing centre

which specialises in both decorated and
non-decorated garments.
Arco offers a huge choice of casual
wear, workwear and hazard wear that
can be branded in hundreds of ways by a
200-strong team dedicated to producing
high-quality clothing for businesses and
their people.
As well as safety products, Arco
Professional Safety Services provides the
technical services businesses need for
working at height, in confined spaces and
in the use of respiratory protection.
As an expert safety partner, Arco
provides customers with the best value on
the market by creating cost efficiencies to
reduce the total cost of safety.
Arco is committed to an effortless
customer experience and, as safety
hazards aren’t confined to a 9-5 schedule,
ensures businesses have access to safety
expertise when, where and however it is
needed.
As a family-run business, driven by a
sustainable and ethical approach, Arco
takes its responsibility to its customers, its
colleagues and the planet seriously, which
means business can rely on Arco to keep
pushing for better. l

To find out more about what makes
Arco the expert safety partner of
choice, visit www.arco.co.uk/about
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SUPPORTING THE
‘FUTURE EXPERTS’
OF SAFETY
As the UK’s leading safety company, Arco is committed to
nurturing the next generation of talent.
The business operates a two-year ‘Future Experts’
programme, which has supported over 40 apprentices since its
launch in 2016.
Recently, Arco took on four apprentices from its community
partner, Ron Dearing UTC, to support its growth aims and
expand its digital capabilities.
The apprentices work in a range of roles across digital
services, from project management to engineering and
cybersecurity.
“Our Future Experts programme and our work with Ron
Dearing recognises a shared goal to secure a strong pipeline of
talent in the city,” said Richard Martin, Director of Customer
Experience at Arco and Chair of Governors at Ron Dearing UTC.
“Arco has been supporting Ron Dearing with apprenticeships
as well as participating in recruitment, career events and
contributing to leadership roles on the school’s board and
business-led working groups.
“We were delighted to have Chloe, Ben, Kai and James join
us and we thank them for choosing Arco to start their careers.
The skills and experience they gained at Ron Dearing gave them
an excellent starting point and they have continued to thrive at
the business.”
To find out more about careers at Arco,
visit www.acrocareers.co.uk
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CONNECTING
WITH THE
COMMUNITY

As a family-run business, Arco’s culture and
ethos is built on integrity and driven by its core
purpose of keeping people safe.
It is because of this that Arco is the responsible
choice when choosing a safety partner, from its
ethical trading principles and commitment to
eradicating modern-day slavery to working with
partners to deliver social value projects as well
as providing financial and product donations for
charitable and community initiatives.
Through the Arco Community Panel, the
business considers dozens of applications every
year as well as requests for Arco colleagues to
volunteer their time and expertise.
“Our funding panel considers applications,
usually up to the value of £5,000, on a bimonthly basis to support worthy causes as well
as applications from colleagues and matching
their fundraising initiatives,” said Anna Harvatt,
Community Engagement Manager.
“We also encourage our colleagues to share
their experience, skills and knowledge in the
community by providing them with two days
of paid leave each year to support volunteering
opportunities. This has recently enabled
colleagues to help Hull Foodbank to organise its
warehouse and assist The Friends of Pickering
Park to spruce up the park for the summer.”
Charities and community groups that
would like to find out more about
Arco’s Community Panel should
email community@arco.co.uk
Alternatively, if charities and community
groups have volunteer opportunities and
would like for these to be considered by
Arco colleagues they should
email: anna.harvatt@arco.co.uk
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OPINION - Creator Coach

Help!
As an award-winning entrepreneur
I do not expect to ask for help,
writes Mal Williamson…
As a changework therapist I do not expect
to ask for help.
As a former university lecturer and
researcher I do not expect to ask for help.
As a no-crew indie film-maker I do not
expect to ask for help.
As a round-the-block, seen-it-all, know-itall kind of patriarchal white male I do not
expect to ask for help.
I clearly need help.
“Hello, how may I help you?” is the
standard for the hospitality trade.
The digital industry relies on helping us –
every new product is smaller and cheaper to
make our life and work easi-er.
Big Pharma sells us all kinds of help. And it
tends to not like the help yourself approach
of good living and preven-tion used in
communicating the value of alternative
therapies. Maybe they can change tack?
“This will actually help you do this and that”
– rather than how to take responsibility?
I know a range of resilience tools – mental
and physical and linguistic – which help me
get through all the usual strife. If you want
a helping hand, look on the end of your
arm. Said someone. A bit ableist, eh?
Which may be a touch woke but is relevant
– how do we expect to cope with everyone
else’s strife if we struggle with our own?
In our jobs we should cope. In business we
should cope. In social life I should cope.
How come we expect to cope with all of
this nonsense anyway? It’s OK to notice the
pressure of information, unhealthy lifestyle,
WFH, just-in-time learning… and now
there’s a war on? I need help. But they need
help… so focus on the others and help
them to discover that this is also helping
you.
Business puts out before it gets back.
Business helps.
Perhaps films are to help – for our
entertainment and reflection and relaxation
and learning and excitement and fulfilment.

Music? Yeah, it helps. If it doesn’t, we do
not go to that gig or put the track in our
playlists. Are people reading in order to help
themselves? Probably, yes.
Art helps because it changes our moods
and thoughts about things – which helps
instantly.
Help is solid and real. It is different from
support, which is nice, but not actually help.
Help is active – it is what happens after
the meeting. Help is behaviour rather
than attitude. We all know the dif-ference
between well-meaning comments and
real actual showing-up help. Prayers and
thoughts, anyone? Mmm.
HELP IS SHOWING UP.
HELP IS BEING TOGETHER.
This week I applied for a funding stream…
the cash is good, but really I want the help
to get the project going. The consultation is
OK, of course, and might let me see things
differently – but actual help? Not sure. Not
really.
I did a training course recently – it got
me started on some new software and
approaches, so it helped didn’t it? But now I
am left alone to continue. So did that really
help? No.
I am lucky to be getting advice from a film
marketer for a recent independent release.
Yet now I don’t know what to ask? What
help do I need? Maybe I should ask that? I
need help to get help.
So I used the word help a lot in a recent
email – and it got the result I wanted. So far
we have arranged the meet-ing, so maybe
it will all go the way of training courses and
consultants… but I actually like the focus.
I need help. They know I need help. The
agenda for the meeting is: how are you
going to help me? That is clear and – well,
let’s see if that direction continues.
What if asking for help was cool?
Not about signalling the struggle over here,
but about identifying the best way forward.

Not about how I am no use on my own,
but about knowing how good we will
be together. Not about failure, but about
success? Help is where work works, life
lives, friends befriend.
So I am taking my superior award-winning
business attitudes and only being interested
in others’ behaviour now and how they do
this or that, because we are all in the same
economic and political society arrangement
– my struggle is theirs too, and their
solution is mine too.
Changework and all therapies and coaching
are surely about helping a client to help
me to help them to help oth-ers to help
their life? Sharing is fine but rearranging
thoughts and responses to engage
with other people and or-ganisations is
absolutely transforming.
And all that teaching and learning game?
The important part is the WhatsApp
group that was set up – all the learners
continuing to be there. That is the real help.
Togetherness.
And the meeting went very well. They have
other people who help them and can help
me too. So I offered help to an out-of-town
film crew and then lent somebody some
kit – but took it to them. I think that really
helped rather than give them another task
to do of collecting it. In this traffic?
Here to help. All of us. Post-lockdown,
recession-facing, business-building help.

Mal Williamson
creatorcoach@gmail.com or
07909 683534 for training & coaching
malwilliamson.com/undertheweather
creatorcoach.co.uk
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RIDING
TODAY’S
WAVE
Luca Rubinacci on 90 years of the Rubinacci tailoring house. By Josh Sims.

F

or years and years the fashion industry
has been saying the suit is over - I
remember it in the 90s, in the early 2000s.
How many times have I heard ‘no more
ties’? I was 20 and I was hearing that.
And yet ties are still here,” sighs Luca
Rubinacci. “The fact is that the world is big
and there is cake for everyone. And, really,
remember that bespoke tailoring is such a
niche. If it’s what you’re into you can come
to us. If you’re not, no problem, you’ve no
need to.”
Rubinacci might well suggest as much.
He is the grandson of Gennaro Rubinacci,
founder, 90 years ago this year, of the
Rubinacci tailoring house, doyen of

leisurely Neapolitan style, with its easy
shoulder and cardigan comfort, and pioneer
of the deconstructed jacket. It’s one of the
most prestigious tailoring houses in the
world. And one of the more progressive.
“Take what I’m wearing today,” says
Rubinacci. “I’m wearing a nice doublebreasted jacket, a turtle neck - so very
comfortable, loafers, and trousers with
pleats, turn-ups, super-classic. It’s elegant
but sporty. But look at the trousers again
- if I lift my sweater you see they have
a draw-string waist, like jogging pants.
Nobody knows that because aesthetically it
all looks all very classical. But I know.
“And that’s the difference between

a fashion brand and a tailoring brand
- the fashion brand wants to show that
drawstring because it’s trendy,” he adds.
“But the important thing for an old tailoring
company like ours is to keep an open mind
about using a drawstring, for example. Of
course my father [Mariano Rubinacci] and I
argue about things. He says he’d feel stupid
suggesting to a client that he have jogging
trousers because he says he’s too old to
change. And he’s right. But I’m in the now,
in this generation. I’m not changing the
world but I am riding today’s wave.”
Indeed, even if you’re not the kind to
pay £5000 for one of Rubinacci’s suits,
you may well have heard of Luca, not least
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because the creative director of the family
firm has, over the last decade, become
something of an enduring Instagram
sensation, with 300,000 people following
his smiley love of dressing up. Social
media has helped transform a tailor famed
in Italy into one with international pull allowing it to launch a ready-to-wear line,
for example, to build collaborations with
the likes of Patek Philipe and Hublot, and
drive custom to its London store, managed
by Luca’s twin sister Chiara. Luca is from
a family of four children, with three sisters,
all of whom work for the company.
“I’m the last one, so I think my father
pushed hard to get me into the business,”
he laughs. “But my grandfather was
this master guru of tailoring so I knew I

couldn’t match that, so the idea was always
to in some way be ahead of him, by doing
something different. I was third generation
of an already very famous tailoring house.
I said to my father that what we do is great
but there’s no face to the brand and that my
generation needs that. My father reminded
me that if it was my face given to the brand
I’d also be the first to be killed - anything
negative would be on me too. But it’s
worked out well.”
“But the social media thing is not about
encouraging men to copy the way I dress
- you don’t have to like the way I dress at
all - but to encourage them to experiment,”
adds Rubinacci, who lives in Milan. “Look
at ‘style icons’ and they tend to be famous
for wearing the same thing all the time, for

wearing their uniform. They only wear, say,
a blue blazer, white t-shirt and vintage jeans
and think they’re a style icon. Well, yes,
you’ve come to be identified for wearing
that. But who wants to be identified in that
way? I’m more like an ice cream maker - I
like to make many flavours. I want to try
everything.”
That spirit, he says, is crucial not just
to the survival of the Rubinacci business
- compare the fate of tailors on Savile
Row that have not survived the pandemic
- but to the world of bespoke tailoring
at large. It’s a constant wake-up call for
Rubinacci’s tailors - Rubinacci doesn’t cut
and sew himself, and nor does his father.
Rather they work exclusively with, they
say, the best tailors in Naples, some of
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whom - the likes of Cesare Attolini - go
on to be tailoring superstars themselves.
Even his grandfather fell into tailoring - an
art dealer who was asked by the King of
Savoy to summon the best tailors to Naples,
Gennaro’s good taste saw him so often
pressed for his opinion on matters of style
that he established his own atelier.
“It gives us an open-mindedness that
a lot of tailoring businesses don’t have,”
Rubinacci argues. “Usually with a tailoring
house the head cutter is also the owner and
then there’s a resistance to change: ‘we’ve
done this for so many years, so why change
now?’ They see it as a provocation, not as
a challenge. Some types of garment we
may only made once or twice in the history
of the company. But the attitude has to be
one of ‘why not?’, not ‘why?’. We can give
clients the very clean finish more typically
of English tailoring but with the Neapolitan
structure. Most Neapolitan tailors wouldn’t
do that - they want the shirt sleeves, the
right pockets and if you don’t do that it’s
‘oh my god! Luca, you’re breaking all
the rules!’ It’s not about breaking rules.
It’s bespoke. It’s hand-made. The point
we seem have forgotten is that bespoke is
about doing whatever you want.”
Certainly, while Rubinacci enjoys taking
the photos and making the videos, he’s
also surprisingly old school about both the
values of honest business and the time-line
over which they have to be inculcated.
For all the glamour front of shop, it’s in
the back office that the brand is just as
much built, he argues - “constancy is most
important [for longevity], that and paying
your bills on time, because reputation
matters. You have the respect of all the
people who work for you and you work
with”. And because that’s what carries a
business from generation to generation.
Indeed, he’s quick to confess that what
you see of him in Instagram is perhaps
something akin to a performance, that his
immaculate presentation is far from being
the whole story. “Anyone who meets me
on the beach says ‘hey Luca, can this really
be the same man I see on Instagram?!’. Of
course I’m not dressed up all the time,”
he chuckles. “I don’t sit around for hours
planning what I’m going to wear next. It
actually only takes me five minutes to get
dressed in the morning - and I have a huge
wardrobe.” l
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£6 million
well spent
There’s not quite All Kinds of Everything on the menu at the superbly
restored Beverley Arms – but you can count on classic dishes cooked faultlessly,
writes Phil Ascough

H

otels have some great stories.
“Highway robbery!” was the howl from a
photographer colleague when he ventured
into the Beverley Arms a couple of years
ago to find the burgers cost £15. Each.
This particular lensman would be more
at home in the discount pub up the road, but
his despair was about more than just a moan
about prices; it was also a nod to the story
about Dick Turpin reputedly having stayed
in the hotel.
Apparently the outlaw – Turpin, not
the snapper – spent a night there prior to
appearing before Beverley magistrates. It’s
not known whether he paid his bill.
My lunch guest, who will variously be
referred to as the editor, or Sam, tells how
she once met Dana at the Beverley Arms.
Only a toddler at the time, Sam remains
awestruck by the occasion, and she still
treasures the signed photograph given to
her by the celeb who was appearing as
Snow White in the pantomime at Hull New
Theatre.
I paid for lunch and Sam contributed the
earworm, which was just beginning to fade
as I arrived home only to hear All Kinds of

Everything on Radio Humberside. It was
Eurovision eve after all.
My endearing memory of the Beverley
Arms is of a business lunch back in the
mid-1990s with a senior bank manager. A
lovely man, sadly no longer with us, who
was one of my favourite companions at a
dining table.
My recollection is unlikely to be very
accurate, based as it is on probability drawn
from previous encounters. It’s likely we
had a couple of pints in a nearby hostelry,
a gin or two while perusing the bill of fare
and two or more bottles of good red wine.
Followed by a glass or two of port with the
cheese which brought down the curtain on a
wonderful afternoon of fine dining.
So not the sort of precise evidence that
the local justices of the peace might require,
but I am absolutely certain that we spent
almost as long at the table as it takes to get
through the Eurovision Song Contest, and
that there were no burgers or similar pub
grub anywhere near the hotel kitchen on
those days.
That’s not a criticism of the dining offer
then or now. It just shows how times have

changed. Businesspeople don’t have time to
while away a few hours with silver service
and a sommelier, and very few places offer
that level of service any more.
The Beverley Arms was closed when
Daniel Thwaites bought it in 2016 and
reportedly spent £6 million doing it up
before reopening two years later. I didn’t get
around to visiting pre-lockdown but, alerted
by the report of £15 burgers, checked the
website and had an idea of what might be
in store.
I also had an inkling of what to expect
based on visits to two other Thwaites
properties. A gastropub in Bury proved to
be an excellent choice for a pre-match meal
on a trip in 2016 to watch Hull City in the
fourth round of the FA Cup – won 3–1,
thanks to a hat-trick from Chuba Akpom.
Earlier that season the Grey Horse was
selected for League Cup tie at Accrington
Stanley on the strength of its fine Thwaites
ales and location opposite a fish and chip
shop. Nothing wrong with the beer but as
we entered the chippie the owner announced
he’d sold out of fish. As we neared the front
of the queue he added that he was now out
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of chips. When it was our turn to be served
we got two of the last three pies. Don’t even
think about asking for gravy.
His excuse for the culinary catastrophe?
Apparently Luton fans had bought too many
the previous Friday.
Whatever, but the upshot was that a few
thousand City fans were pretty peckish after
having to endure extra time and penalties
before their team secured a late-night win.
Obviously none of that was the fault
of the landlord or staff at the Grey Horse,
where the experience had taught me that
whatever the food might be like at the
Beverley Arms, the beer should be top
notch.
I ordered a pint of Thwaites Gold as I
awaited Sam’s arrival. She had the same.
Both pints living up to the menu description
of golden, fruity and with a sweet aroma.
Sam also gave a thumbs-up to the IPA and I
enjoyed the Thwaites Original, although not
as much as the Gold.
There are some standard lagers and
ciders, a good wine list and a range of
spirits including a fashionably long gin
menu all just begging to be explored, but
it’s a long time since the 1990s and we
didn’t have the budget of a senior bank
manager or the spare time of a business
editor so we kept it simple.
That meant not shelling out on the grilled
lobster but contenting ourselves with “the
classics”, and a steak for Sam, and noting
along the way that burgers now start at
£16 and menus now display calories. I
find myself wondering, but not for long,
weather that would have had any bearing
whatsoever on our lunch choices some 25
years ago.
A panna cotta starter didn’t have the
wobble much sought after on Masterchef
because it was made of goat’s cheese,
but it did have a lovely creamy texture
and was brought to life by some beetroot
accompaniments and the crunch of rye
bread.
Texture and tang were both to the fore
with Sam’s succulent tempura king prawns
and she followed a fine starter with a
sirloin steak, ordered rare, cooked perfectly
and served with roasted tomatoes and
mushrooms and thick-cut chips.
Large haddock came in a light, Thwaites
beer batter with chips, mushy peas and a
nicely sharp tartar sauce. As journalists who
entered our profession via the regional press
we couldn’t help but critique the house

“newspaper” that lined the plate – fish
and chip wordsearch? Top five weird, iced
desserts? The joke about fission chips that
rang a bell from a science lesson more than
50 years ago? Didn’t understand it then,
don’t understand it now!
For research purposes we forced down
dessert. The editor said to knock off a
point for the absence of a cheesecake but
my glazed raspberry tart was a more than
acceptable substitute. Across the table the
sticky toffee pudding with toffee sauce and
honeycomb ice cream delivered everything
expected of it except the calories, weighing
in at slightly lower than a brownie and
considerably less than a panna cotta.
Apart from a few inconsistencies with
size and therefore cookery of some of the
chips, the food was faultless – classic dishes
dressed up to justify a higher price point
which is unlikely to worry the paying public
who have turned the Beverley Arms into a
popular destination.
That £6 million was evidently well spent
on a building that needed more than a
splash of paint and has indeed undergone a
full renovation. The main dining area is in
the style of a bright, airy orangery and also
opens directly out to some similarly stylish
al fresco areas. Alternatively there are the
more intimate options of private dining
areas and even cosy snugs that will tempt
me back, especially on a colder day.

They reminded me of lunchtimes in the
nearby King’s Head early in the 1980s.
After crown court on a Friday morning,
you’d find judges lunching in the smartest
room, barrister and solicitors in the
next one, press propping up the bar and
defendants either celebrating in a pub on the
other side of Saturday Market or, shall we
say, otherwise engaged.
So yes, you can get burgers, fish and
chips, pie, gammon and any number of
other “classics” at various hotels, pubs,
restaurants and cafes in and around
Beverley but they won’t be accompanied by
the style and comfort which you can count
on at the Beverley Arms.
And last but not least, the staff – bright,
helpful, knowledgeable, busy, visible,
clearly well-trained and well-motivated.
These are extremely difficult times in the
hospitality industry and none of these
attributes should be taken for granted.
Perhaps there’s a slight concern that we
lunched with a chain rather than a local
independent but Daniel Thwaites is itself
steeped in tradition and deserves immense
credit for a sensitive and sympathetic
restoration of an important Beverley
landmark. With the tip we spent just over
£100 on three courses and two beers each
and, regardless of the price of a burger, I’m
pretty sure that’s a bit less than we blew 25
years ago! l
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Three promising destinations
The hospitality industry may be
struggling to emerge from the
pandemic, but these recent
additions to the local culinary
scene offer some hope, writes
Phil Ascough
A trio of restaurants is defying the doom
and gloom of the past two years by bringing
a variety of exciting new offers to diners in
Hull and the surrounding area.
The Hummingbird opened its doors in
King Street, Cottingham, at the beginning
of May and is already proving popular, as is
Blue Bay Mediterranean Restaurant, which
opened in Albion Street, Hull, in April.
Mancia Sicilian Kitchen in Newland
Avenue has been around a little longer, yet
is still under the radar.
You get the feeling that all three are
working hard to make sure they don’t try to
run before they can walk. They need more
diners, but they also need us to be patient.
The challenges they all face are different
from one venue to another but are all typical
of an industry that is emerging from the
pandemic at a snail’s pace. A key factor is
the vicious circle – they need more staff to
build their businesses, but they need more
business to pay for the staff.
As I write this, the Hummingbird is still
grappling with sorting out such essentials as
a phone line and social media, but footfall
has already been good thanks to the prime
location in the old CC Coffee premises, right
in the centre of Cottingham.
The menu is imaginative and packed with
all sorts of delights that are different from
the fare offered elsewhere in the village.
Breakfast and brunch includes Mexican
eggs, mushroom fricassee and American
pancakes or French toast.
Among the small plates are calamari, a
charcuterie board and a smoked salmon
Scotch egg, and the larger dishes feature
hanging skewers as well as the standards of
fish and chips, steak and burgers.
The drinks list is varied, as it has to be in
a village already well-served by pubs, café
bars and restaurants, but the aim of the
Hummingbird’s owners is to complement

the existing offer rather than compete. It’s
very different from the most recent arrivals
Cassiel and Raph’s, which themselves
provided a culinary step up from most of the
pubs in the village.
The Hummingbird has plenty of seating,
inside and out, and has been fitted out
with style and taste. It’s another reason to
socialise in a village that has really raised its
game on the food and beverage front.
Blue Bay Mediterranean Restaurant is the
latest venture to open in the corner premises
that housed Artemis Greek Taverna until the
first lockdown. A second version started well
but closed when Christmas 2021 brought
further Covid interruptions.
The new owner is enjoying the benefits
of a more reliable schedule of shows at Hull
New Theatre and deserves credit for coming
up with a different approach and some of
the best Mediterranean food I’ve ever eaten.
The menu is part-Greek and part-Italian.
When we called in, the theatregoers were
clearly enjoying their pre-show pasta and
pizza but were also casting envious glances
towards our table. We weren’t under any
time pressure so worked our way through
some of the Greek options. My top three
in reverse order – feta parcels with honey
and sesame seeds, beef meatballs in a very

special tomato sauce and crispy calamari like
I’ve never tasted before. But everything we
tried was outstanding.
My only visit to Mancia so far was for
a chat with the owner, Angelo, but I’ve
received glowing reports from friends and
will be booking a visit soon.
Angelo was wrapped up in the issue of
whether to sell alcohol. He’ll make more
money if he does, but some of the regulars
have advised against it. Are they being
selfish and merely trying to save a few quid,
or would his trade really be decimated if he
sold his own booze and boosted his revenue
accordingly?
With such a small space and no more
than 25 seats it’s likely that he’ll be very busy
anyway, provided the food is good enough.
To find out more about that, look up Dave
Lee’s review in the Yorkshire Post.
However, it’s admirable that Angelo has
so far acted in the interests of the diners
who supported him from the outset.
Whether he can sustain that is a matter for
him to decide.
What I see are three very promising
destinations for supper club. We’re already
booked in at Blue Bay Mediterranean
Restaurant and we’ll be adding Mancia and
the Hummingbird to the list. l
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JUNE

JULY

6-10

Humber Business Week: full listings at
humberbusinessweek.co.uk

1

Hull and East Yorkshire People in Business Awards,
DoubleTree by Hilton, Hull

7

Chamber Expo 2022,
Mercure Hull Grange Park Hotel, Willerby

5

10

The Business Day 2022, The Spa, Bridlington

Transforming the Humber 2022 – How inclusive is
your hybrid workplace? by CIPD Humber Branch,
Mercure Hull Grange Park Hotel, Willerby

11

Business Film Club Presents Capital C: The first film
about crowdfunding, Hull Central Library

6

Makerspace Hull – Open Evening,
Hull Central Library

11

100 Years of Hessle Theatre Company!
MKM Stadium, Hull

13

Be Your Own Boss Workshop, E-Factor Business,
Grimsby

12

Hull Running Festival 2022 –
Doing it for Special Stars!

13

FEO NxGen Masterclass Day,
Beverley Grammar School

14

Rugby League World Cup business networking
breakfast, MKM Stadium, Hull

18

The Growth Community Business Networking,
Holiday Inn Marina, Hull

15

Business Health Check by Wilkin Chapman
Solicitors, E-Factor Properties, Grimsby

21

Bondholder Ambassador Celebration,
Mercure Hull Grange Park Hotel, Willerby

15

Workshop: how to use digital marketing to find
new clients, Business Hive, Grimsby

AUGUST

15

FEOIgnition – No Excuses, MKM Stadium, Hull

3

16

Yorkshire & Humber Virtual Networking, by FSB

Managing Your Time workshop, E-Factor Business,
Grimsby

18

Bishop Burton College and University Centre
open event

3

Makerspace Hull – Open Evening,
Hull Central Library

22

Break into Business – BIPC Database Collection
by Hull Libraries (online – book via Eventbrite)

5-6

Yum! Festival of Food & Drink, Hull Marina

5

North East Summer Maritime Banquet,
DoubleTree by Hilton, Hull

24

Hull University Teaching Hospitals bereavement
support event, MKM Stadium, Hull

13-14 Hull Brickfest 2022, Hull Guildhall

25

Open day, University of Hull

13

Humber Street Sesh, Hull Marina

25

The Gin to My Tonic Festival, DoubleTree by Hilton,
Hull

18

Social: Food Night, Marketing Humber Young
Talent Network

28

Hull and North Humber Bank #WiredCurry Event,
Raj Pavilion, Hull

19-21 Tribfest, Sledmere House

28

Ladies Charity Luncheon by Sight Support Hull and
East Yorkshire, MKM Stadium, Hull

25-28 Cottingham Folk Festival
26

Freedom Festival, Hull

To have your event listed here, please email sam@bw-magazine.co.uk.
Please note, while we make every effort to ensure these listings are correct, we cannot be held responsible for changes or cancellations – always contact the venue beforehand to check.

CONCRETE REPAIR &
SPECIALIST WORKS
Concrete Repair & Crack Injection
Resin Injection & Curtain Grouting
Composite & Structural Strengthening
Corrosion Control

humber.fibrwrap-ccuk.com

